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Security and comfort 
in one solution

Sash position control

A wrong operation safety device does not allow 
the handle to be turned while the window is in 
an opened position which prevents false sash 
opening and provides for the smooth window 
operation.

Basic security level

Standard configuration already includes two 
positions with the burglar retardant elements 
which increases break in properties of the 
window.

STANDARD CONFIGURATION

AXOR INDUSTRY is the leading manufacturer of hardware 
for PVC constructions in Ukraine. 

The plant is equipped with up-to-date high-tech 
equipment, which provides highly automatic production 
and complies with European standards.

Quality control of products is realized at all steps of 
manufacturing with subsequent testing in our own 
certificated laboratory.

SMART LINE S+ hardware is a concept-based solution of 
the company AXOR, which includes safety and reliable 
operation. The key feature of a newlydesigned product is 
its standard configuration, which incorporates a wrong 
operation safety device, microventilation, optimal number 
of clamping elements and two points of burglary 
protection.
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Microventilation

Microventilation allows you to open a window
sash slightly at 6 mm for the room ventilation
without considerable heat losses.

Protection of your house

Burglarproof locking elements complicate
housebreaking by illegal intruders that is
especially important for private residences as
well as apartments located on the ground or
the top floor of high buildings. 

Controllable level of
ventilation

Step-by-step ventilation allows you to control
level of a sash opening for the room ventilation
with different intensity. Range of opening for
step-by-ste ventilation varies from 12 to 20 mm.

Advanced security level

Hardware that features only mushroom pins 
allows for the significant increase of the 
security level via simply changing standard 
locking plates for the safety locking plates.

Decor overlay

SMART LINE S+ hardware can be used with a 
variety of the window lamination options due 
to the assortment of the decor hinges overlay.

Child security lock

Special child security lock that blocks the 
window and allows only turning it to the 
ventilation mode.
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